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Picture of a Stormtrooper, assigned to the ISD Challenge, Stealing Zucchinis.

April 9th is o�cially the second day of the Emperors Hammers strike fleet's
Wargames "Imperial Storm 4." G'Rho reporters, invited by the Fleets command to
assist in the publicity of the Wargames have been embedded into the ISD Warriors
Fleet.

By the second day, all three ships have begun taking numerous planets. Currently
Stormtrooper Legions from the Challenge have begun taking Lao Mon and Batuu.
Stormtroopers from the hammer have begun taking Gannaria and Moddell Secundus
and the ISD Warriors forces have started Occupation of Firrere and Spar Alpha.

Current State of the IS4 Wargames

Imperial Stormtroopers have truly shown their true force today while taking these
planets. With speed and precision these forces are truly the finest in the galaxy.
According to numerous reports, a lone stormtrooper on the planet Lao-Mon has
stolen not one- but two Zucchinis from a civilian.

Meanwhile, unlike the the ISD Challenge's unusual "Weirdness," The ISD Warrior
forces have shown complete precision and professionalism and the ground forces



have allowed reporter Kellye Find and Reag Marreth to accompany the Commander
leading the occupation of Firrerre.

ISD Warrior's Scout Troopers performing patrols on Ferrerre

The Occupation has been very fast, once troopers had taken a foothold on the planet
the Warriors forces began setting up there Prefabricated Garrison. In less than a day
the Garrison is completely finished and now the forces must only take a few hundred
more kilometers of land before total control.

UNLIKE the likely Zucchini thievery of the ISD Challenge and Hammer, Warriors
Troops have shown complete respect to the local populace on the planet and minimal
interaction during the wargames have occurred between the locals and the Military
Forces.

Stay tuned for more daily reports.



Reag Marreth - A Human hailing from Mon Gazza, Reag Marreth is a Beat Reporter
focusing on Military News. Reag served in the Imperial Navy for six years before
becoming a Reporter at the G'Rho Watchman.

Kellye Find - Kellye is a Nikito news reporter born on Tatooine but raised on G'Rho,
Kellye is a well educated expert at Physcology and Sociology.


